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tion with William "· 

/y. Iv .q/ 
In ligh rts that the PUP intend !lill!llfllfhe multi-party negotiati ·
in reac ernment' s decision to g early release to nine IRA prisoner 
rang the offices in Belfast. In the absence· f David Ervine, who was away 
giving a media interview, I spoke to William "Plum" Smith, PUP spokesman on 
prisoners.-

Smith was in despondent form, claiming that by granting the early releases the 
Government had "pulled the rug out" from under the PUP. He said that the perception 
in the loyalist community was that the Irish Government were making sure that 

publicans got everythin r, while loyalists were · · . He 
aimed that the PUP wer . d by the Governments, outside 

of the process and (in what be a clear threat that the P · 
to pull out of the talks) indicated that matters were now out of his hands: 

:�: 

Nevertheless, despite his hant criticism of the Government' · ision, it quickly 
became clear that the true focus of loyalist anger is the British Government and the 
prison authorities in the North. Smith recounted to me a whole series of incidents 
over the last week in which loyalists felt that they had been discriminated against by 
comparison to republicans. (This even included the seizure of cigarettes from loyalist 
prisoners returning on parole). He also cited the negative impact of recent decisions 
to "knock back" a number of life-sentence prisoners. 
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would · . ., · have known about the Governmen ·. 

hat Ingram had told him 
appeared to understand 

. ). He had then heard later 
ublicans. I pointed out that 

far as I was aware, he 
ntention when he spoke to Smith. 

5. Smith asked why we had not mentioned the proposed releases to the PUP at the
negotiations earlier in the week. I replied that the decisions were taken on a
confidential basis and that people were only informed at the last minute. I was able to
say truthfully that I had only learned that the releases were taking place when they
were announced on the evening news.
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fires. We had made this c 
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Smith .. ordinate their positions · 
es and that we had urged 

ies to take a similarly enlighte oach. We hoped that by 
pursm .--licy, we would put press

!�i@;�5�If.fi follow suitw.

I conchi by expressing regret that the Goveltfhent's action had given rise to 
difficulties in the loyalist community and stressed that this was obviously not our 
intention. I repeated that our policy was directed towards a positive address to the 
situation of all those imprisoned as a result of the Northern conflict. I stressed our 
desire to ensure that the PUP were fully briefed on all developments which would 
impact on the negotiations. 

Smith thanked me for pholl.in . He 
•._.•. as anything but bad, alt · 
might be persuaded to do so 

· d that he could not pretend that the
. ssed the hope that the B .. 
the New Year which migh

David Cooney 
Anglo-Irish Division 
Department of Foreign Affairs 

19 December 

cc PST, , PSS, Second Secretary 
Counsel ors A-I, Section, Talks Unit 
Ambassadors London and Washington, Joint Secretary Belfast 
Messrs Teahon, Dalton, Mansergh 
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